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Maeve in America
A Los Angeles Times Bestseller A Lit Hub | Chicago Review | Ms. Magazine March pick A
Lambda Literary Most Anticipated Book In this perceptive and provocative essay collection, an
award-winning writer shares her personal and reportorial investigation into America’s search
for meaning When Jordan Kisner was a child, she was saved by Jesus Christ at summer
camp, much to the confusion of her nonreligious family. She was, she writes, “just naturally
reverent,” a fact that didn’t change when she—much to her own confusion—lost her faith as a
teenager. Not sure why her religious conviction had come or where it had gone, she did what
anyone would do: “You go about the great American work of assigning yourself to other gods:
yoga, talk radio, neoatheism, CrossFit, cleanses, football, the academy, the American Dream,
Beyoncé.” A curiosity about the subtle systems guiding contemporary life pervades Kisner’s
work. Her celebrated essay “Thin Places” (Best American Essays 2016), about an
experimental neurosurgery developed to treat severe obsessive-compulsive disorder, asks
how putting the neural touchpoint of the soul on a pacemaker may collide science and
psychology with philosophical questions about illness, the limits of the self, and spiritual
transformation. How should she understand the appearance of her own obsessive compulsive
disorder at the very age she lost her faith? Intellectually curious and emotionally engaging, the
essays in Thin Places manage to be both intimate and expansive, illuminating an unusual facet
of American life, as well as how it reverberates with the author’s past and present
preoccupations.

The Maeve Binchy Writers' Club
Building on a quarter century of scholarship following the publication of the groundbreaking
Women in the Age of the American Revolution, the engagingly written essays in this volume
offer an updated answer to the question, What was life like for women in the era of the
American Revolution? The contributors examine how women dealt with years of armed conflict
and carried on their daily lives, exploring factors such as age, race, educational background,
marital status, social class, and region. For patriot women the Revolution created
opportunities—to market goods, find a new social status within the community, or gain power in
the family. Those who remained loyal to the Crown, however, often saw their lives
diminished—their property confiscated, their businesses failed, or their sense of security
shattered. Some essays focus on individuals (Sarah Bache, Phillis Wheatley), while others
address the impact of war on social or commercial interactions between men and women.
Patriot women in occupied Boston fell in love with and married British soldiers; in Philadelphia
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women mobilized support for nonimportation; and in several major colonial cities wives took
over the family business while their husbands fought. Together, these essays recover what the
Revolution meant to and for women.

Thin Places
From nationally bestselling author, YouTube star, and Facebook Video sensation Laura Clery
comes a collection of comedic essays that paint “an honest, complicated portrait of how your
life can change” (SheKnows). Laura Clery makes a living by sharing inappropriate comedy
sketches with millions of strangers on the internet. She writes songs about her anatomy, talks
trash about her one-eyed rescue pug, and sexually harasses her husband, Stephen. And it
pays the bills! Now, in her first-ever book, Laura recounts how she went from being a
dangerously impulsive, broke, unemployable, suicidal, cocaine-addicted narcissist, crippled by
fear and hopping from one toxic romance to the next…to a more-happy-than-not, somewhat
rational, meditating, vegan yogi with good credit, a great marriage, a fantastic career, and four
unfortunate-looking rescue animals. Still, above all, Laura remains an amazingly talented,
adorable, and vulnerable, self-described…Idiot. With her signature brand of offbeat, no-holdsbarred humor, Idiot introduces you to a wildly original—and undeniably relatable—new voice.

Vacationland
How does it feel to be constantly regarded as a potential threat, strip-searched at every
airport? Or to be told that, as an actress, the part you’re most fitted to play is ‘wife of a
terrorist’? How does it feel to have words from your native language misused, misappropriated
and used aggressively towards you? How does it feel to hear a child of colour say in a
classroom that stories can only be about white people? How does it feel to go ‘home’ to India
when your home is really London? What is it like to feel you always have to be an ambassador
for your race? How does it feel to always tick ‘Other’? Bringing together 21 exciting black,
Asian and minority ethnic voices emerging in Britain today, The Good Immigrant explores why
immigrants come to the UK, why they stay and what it means to be ‘other’ in a country that
doesn’t seem to want you, doesn’t truly accept you—however many generations you’ve been
here—but still needs you for its diversity monitoring forms. Inspired by discussion around why
society appears to deem people of colour as bad immigrants—job stealers, benefit scroungers,
undeserving refugees—until, by winning Olympic races, or baking good cakes, or being
conscientious doctors, they cross over and become good immigrants, editor Nikesh Shukla has
compiled a collection of essays that are poignant, challenging, angry, humorous,
heartbreaking, polemic, weary and—most importantly—real.

Approval Junkie
A New York Times Bestseller "Love, longing, and rich scenes of daily life. What could be
sweeter than a trip to an Irish village packed with robust native characters." —The Christian
Science Monitor When a new highway threatens to bypass the town of Rossmore and cut
through Whitethorn Woods, everyone has a passionate opinion about whether the town will
benefit or suffer. But young Father Flynn is most concerned with the fate of St. Ann’s Well,
which is set at the edge of the woods and slated for destruction. People have been coming to
St. Ann’s for generations to share their dreams and fears, and speak their prayers. Some
believe it to be a place of true spiritual power, demanding protection; others think it’s a mere
magnet for superstitions, easily sacrificed. Father Flynn listens to all those caught up in the
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conflict, as the men and women of Whitethorn Woods must decide between the traditions of
the past and the promises of the future.

Music to My Years
“A remarkable journey. I laughed. I cried. I got another cat.” —Lily Tomlin “Paula Poundstone
is the funniest human being I have ever known.” —Peter Sagal, host of Wait Wait . . . Don’t Tell
Me! and author of The Book of Vice “Is there a secret to happiness?” asks comedian Paula
Poundstone. "I don’t know how or why anyone would keep it a secret. It seems rather cruel,
really . . . Where could it be? Is it deceptively simple? Does it melt at a certain temperature?
Can you buy it? Must you suffer for it before or after?” In her wildly and wisely observed book,
the comedy legend takes on that most inalienable of rights—the pursuit of happiness. Offering
herself up as a human guinea pig in a series of thoroughly unscientific experiments,
Poundstone tries out a different get-happy hypothesis in each chapter of her data-driven
search. She gets in shape with taekwondo. She drives fast behind the wheel of a Lamborghini.
She communes with nature while camping with her daughter, and commits to getting her
house organized (twice!). Swing dancing? Meditation? Volunteering? Does any of it bring her
happiness? You may be laughing too hard to care. The Totally Unscientific Study of the Search
for Human Happiness is both a story of jumping into new experiences with both feet and a
surprisingly poignant tale of a single working mother of three children (not to mention dozens of
cats, a dog, a bearded dragon lizard, a lop-eared bunny, and one ant left from her ant farm)
who is just trying to keep smiling while living a busy life. The queen of the skepticism-fueled
rant, Paula Poundstone stands alone in her talent for bursting bubbles and slaying sacred
cows. Like George Carlin, Steve Martin, and David Sedaris, she is a master of her craft, and
her comedic brilliance is served up in abundance in this book. As author and humorist Roy
Blount Jr. notes, “Paula Poundstone deserves to be happy. Nobody deserves to be this
funny.”

Life and Times of Mr Pussy
The Good Immigrant
“I love everything about this hilarious book except the font size.” —Jon Stewart Although his
career as a bestselling author and on The Daily Show With Jon Stewart was founded on fake
news and invented facts, in 2016 that routine didn’t seem as funny to John Hodgman
anymore. Everyone is doing it now. Disarmed of falsehood, he was left only with the awful
truth: John Hodgman is an older white male monster with bad facial hair, wandering like a
privileged Sasquatch through three wildernesses: the hills of Western Massachusetts where he
spent much of his youth; the painful beaches of Maine that want to kill him (and some day will);
and the metaphoric haunted forest of middle age that connects them. Vacationland collects
these real life wanderings, and through them you learn of the horror of freshwater clams, the
evolutionary purpose of the mustache, and which animals to keep as pets and which to kill with
traps and poison. There is also some advice on how to react when the people of coastal Maine
try to sacrifice you to their strange god. Though wildly, Hodgmaniacally funny as usual, it is
also a poignant and sincere account of one human facing his forties, those years when men in
particular must stop pretending to be the children of bright potential they were and settle into
the failing bodies of the wiser, weird dads that they are.
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The Rose Garden
Negin Farsad is an Iranian-American-Muslim female stand-up comedian who believes she can
change the world, one joke at a time. In HOW TO MAKE WHITE PEOPLE LAUGH, Farsad
shares her personal experiences growing up as the "Other" in an American culture that has no
time for nuance. Writing bluntly and hilariously about the elements of race we are often too
politically correct to discuss, Farsad takes a long hard look at the iconography that still shapes
our concepts of "black," "white," and "Muslim" in America today and examines what it means
when white culture defines the culture. Here she asks, what does it mean to have a
hyphenated identity and how can we combat the racism, stereotyping, and exclusion that
happens every day? HOW TO MAKE WHITE PEOPLE LAUGH tackles these questions and
more with wit, humor, and incisive intellect.

Nice Try
When the late Billy Lynch's relatives and friends gather together to keep his memory alive,
stories are woven and memories relived detailing his life in the close Irish-American community
and the intricate feelings that resurface. 75,000 first printing. Tour.

The Long-Winded Lady
In this memoir full of humor and heart, comedian, writer, and producer Cristela Alonzo shares
personal stories of growing up as a first-generation Mexican-American in Texas and following
her dreams to pursue a career in comedy. When Cristela Alonzo and her family lived as
squatters in an abandoned diner, they only had two luxuries: a television and a radio, which
became her pop cultural touchstone and a guiding light. Cristela shares her experiences and
struggles of being a first-generation American, her dreams of becoming a comedian, and how
it feels to be a creator in a world that often minimizes people of color and women. Her stories
range from the ridiculous—like the time she made her own tap shoes out of bottle caps or how
the theme song of The Golden Girls landed her in the principal’s office—to the sobering
moments, like how she turned to stand-up comedy to grieve the heartbreaking loss of her
mother and how, years later, she’s committed to giving back to the community that helped
make her. Each significant moment of the book relates to a song, and the resulting playlist is
deeply moving, resonant, and unforgettable. Music to My Years will make you laugh, cry, and
even inspire you to make a playlist of your own.

Look Alive Out There
“The most important thing to realize is that everyone is capable of telling a story.” –Maeve
Binchy If you scribble story ideas on the backs of receipts… If you file away bits of overheard
conversation from the coffee shop If you’ve already chosen the perfect pen name Well, then
the journey has begun! In this warm and inspiring guide, beloved author Maeve Binchy shares
her unique insight to how a best selling author writes: from finding a subject and creating good
writing habits to sustaining progress and seeking a publisher. Whether you want to write
stories or plays, humor or mysteries, Binchy prescribes advice for every step with her signature
humor and generous spirit. She has called upon other writers, editors, and publishers to add
their voices to this treasury of assistance for budding writers and a refreshing dose of
encouragement for longtime scribes. And once you are ready, an appendix offers of writing
awards and competitions and a selection of websites and literary journals. From the Trade
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Paperback edition.

A Week in Summer
Was he New York City's last pirate . . . or its first gangster? This is the true story of the
bloodthirsty underworld legend who conquered Manhattan, dock by dock--for fans of Gangs of
New York and Boardwalk Empire. "History at its best . . . I highly recommend this remarkable
book."--Douglas Preston, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Lost City of the
Monkey God Handsome and charismatic, Albert Hicks had long been known in the dive bars
and gin joints of the Five Points, the most dangerous neighborhood in maritime Manhattan. For
years, he operated out of the public eye, rambling from crime to crime, working on the water in
ships, sleeping in the nickel-a-night flops, drinking in barrooms where rat-baiting and bearbaiting were great entertainments. His criminal career reached its peak in 1860, when he was
hired, under an alias, as a hand on an oyster sloop. His plan was to rob the ship and flee,
disappearing into the teeming streets of lower Manhattan, as he'd done numerous times
before, eventually finding his way back to his nearsighted Irish immigrant wife (who, like him,
had been disowned by her family) and their infant son. But the plan went awry--the ship was
found listing and unmanned in the foggy straits of Coney Island--and the voyage that was to
enrich him instead led to his last desperate flight. Long fascinated by gangster legends, Rich
Cohen tells the story of this notorious underworld figure, from his humble origins to the wild,
globe-crossing, bacchanalian crime spree that forged his ruthlessness and his reputation, to
his ultimate incarnation as a demon who terrorized lower Manhattan, at a time when pirates
anchored off 14th Street. Advance praise for The Last Pirate of New York "A remarkable work
of scholarship about old New York, combined with a skillfully told, edge-of-your-seat adventure
story--I could not put it down."--Ian Frazier, author of Travels in Siberia "With its wise and
erudite storytelling, Rich Cohen's The Last Pirate of New York takes the reader on an exciting
nonfiction narrative journey that transforms a grisly nineteenth-century murder into a shrewd
portent of modern life. Totally unique, totally compelling, I enjoyed every page."--Howard Blum,
New York Times bestselling author of Gangland and American Lightning

The Good Immigrant
Essays on the urgency of our global refugee crisis and our capacity as artists and citizens to
confront it Tom Sleigh describes himself donning a flak jacket and helmet, working as a
journalist inside militarized war zones and refugee camps, as “a sort of Rambo Jr.” With selfdeprecation and empathetic humor, these essays recount his experiences during several tours
in Africa and in the Middle Eastern region once called Mesopotamia, “the land between two
rivers.” Sleigh asks three central questions: What did I see? How could I write about it? Why
did I write about it? The first essays in The Land between Two Rivers focus on the lives of
refugees in Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, Kenya, Somalia, and Iraq. Under the conditions of military
occupation, famine, and war, their stories can be harrowing, even desperate, but they’re also
laced with wily humor and an undeluded hopefulness, their lives having little to do with their
depictions in mass media. The second part of the book explores how writing might be capable
of honoring the texture of these individuals’ experiences while remaining faithful to political
emotions, rather than political convictions. Sleigh examines the works of Anna Akhmatova,
Mahmoud Darwish, Ashur Etwebi, David Jones, Tomas Tranströmer, and others as guiding
spirits. The final essays meditate on youth, restlessness, illness, and Sleigh’s motivations for
writing his own experiences in order to move out into the world, concluding with a beautiful
remembrance of Sleigh's friendship with Seamus Heaney.
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Nine Irish Lives
New York Times Bestseller A tale of joy, heartbreak and hope, about a motherless girl
collectively raised by a close-knit Dublin community. When Noel learns that his terminally ill
former flame is pregnant with his child, he agrees to take guardianship of the baby girl once
she’s born. But as a single father battling demons of his own, Noel can’t do it alone.
Fortunately, he has a competent, caring network of friends, family and neighbors: Lisa, his
unlucky-in-love classmate, who moves in with him to help him care for little Frankie around the
clock; his American cousin, Emily, always there with a pep talk; the newly retired Dr. Hat, with
more time on his hands than he knows what to do with; Dr. Declan and Fiona and their baby
son, Frankie’s first friend; and many eager babysitters, including old friends Signora and Aidan
and Frankie’s doting grandparents, Josie and Charles. But not everyone is pleased with the
unconventional arrangement, especially a nosy social worker, Moira, who is convinced that
Frankie would be better off in a foster home. Now it’s up to Noel to persuade her that
everyone in town has something special to offer when it comes to minding Frankie. "Joyful,
quintessential Binchy." —O, The Oprah Magazine

The Land Between Two Rivers
Sloane Crosley returns to the form that made her a household name in really quite a lot of
households: Essays! From the New York Times–bestselling author Sloane Crosley comes
Look Alive Out There—a brand-new collection of essays filled with her trademark hilarity, wit,
and charm. The characteristic heart and punch-packing observations are back, but with a
newfound coat of maturity. A thin coat. More of a blazer, really. Fans of I Was Told There’d Be
Cake and How Did You Get This Number know Sloane Crosley’s life as a series of relatable
but madcap misadventures. In Look Alive Out There, whether it’s playing herself on Gossip
Girl,scaling active volcanoes, crashing shivas, befriending swingers, or staring down the barrel
of the fertility gun, Crosley continues to rise to the occasion with unmatchable nerve and
electric one-liners. And as her subjects become more serious, her essays deliver not just
laughs but lasting emotional heft and insight. Crosley has taken up the gauntlets thrown by her
predecessors—Dorothy Parker, Nora Ephron, David Sedaris—and crafted something rare,
affecting, and true. Look Alive Out There arrives on the tenth anniversary of I Was Told
There’d be Cake, and Crosley’s essays have managed to grow simultaneously more
sophisticated and even funnier. And yet she’s still very much herself, and it’s great to have
her back—and not a moment too soon (or late, for that matter).

The Dutch House
Five decades of selected writings from the Irish Times by the beloved and best-selling author,
filled with her hallmark humor, candor, and wisdom-a timeless gift to her legion of fans. Maeve
Binchy once confessed: "As someone who fell off a chair not long ago trying to hear what they
were saying at the next table in a restaurant, I suppose I am obsessively interested in what
some might consider the trivia of other people's lives." She was an accidental journalist, yet
from the beginning, her writings reflected the warmth, wit, and keen human interest that
readers would come to love in her fiction. From the royal wedding to boring airplane
companions, Samuel Beckett to Margaret Thatcher, "senior moments" to life as a waitress,
Maeve's Times gives us wonderful insight into a changing Ireland as it celebrates the work of
one of our best-loved writers in all its diversity-revealing her characteristic directness, laugh-outloud humor, and unswerving gaze into the true heart of a matter. “Binchy’s wry, self-effacing
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style reminds one of a Celtic Nora Ephron. . . . [She] throws a spotlight on strong, imperfect
women confronting complicated challenges.” —The Christian Science Monitor

The Totally Unscientific Study of the Search for Human Happiness
Aisling is twenty-eight and she’s a complete Aisling. She lives at home in Ballygobbard (or
Ballygobackwards, as some gas tickets call it) with her parents and commutes to her good job
at PensionsPlus in Dublin. Aisling goes out every Saturday night with her best friend Majella,
who is a bit of a hames (she’s lost two phones already this year – Aisling has never lost a
phone). They love hoofing into the Coors Light if they’re 'Out', or the vodka and Diet Cokes if
they re 'Out Out'. Ais spends two nights a week at her boyfriend John’s. He’s from down
home and was kiss number seventeen at her twenty-first. But Aisling wants more. She wants
the ring on her finger. She wants the hen with the willy straws. She wants out of her parents’
house, although she’d miss Mammy turning on the electric blanket like clockwork and Daddy
taking her car 'out for a spin' and bringing it back full of petrol. When a week in Tenerife with
John doesn’t end with the expected engagement, Aisling calls a halt to things and soon she
has surprised herself and everyone else by agreeing to move into a three-bed in Portobello
with stylish Sadhbh from HR and her friend, the mysterious Elaine. Newly single and relocated
to the big city, life is about to change utterly for this wonderful, strong, surprising and funny girl,
who just happens to be a complete Aisling.

Not to Read
“These are not just nine Irish lives but nine extraordinary lives, their struggles universal, their
causes never more important than today. As the saying goes, the best stories belong to those
who can tell them. And these are well told, by some of our best storytellers.” —Timothy Egan,
New York Times bestselling author of The Immortal Irishman In this entertaining and timely
anthology, nine contemporary Irish Americans present the stories of nine inspiring Irish
immigrants whose compassion, creativity, and indefatigable spirit helped shape America. The
authors here bring to bear their own life experiences as they reflect on their subjects, in each
essay telling a unique and surprisingly intimate story. Rosie O’Donnell, an adoptive mother of
five, writes about Margaret Haughery, the Mother of Orphans. Poet Jill McDonough recounts
the story of a particularly brave Civil War soldier, and filmmaker and activist Michael Moore
presents the original muckraking journalist, Samuel McClure. Novelist Kathleen Hill reflects on
famed New Yorker writer Maeve Brennan, and historian Terry Golway examines the life of
pivotal labor leader Mother Jones. In his final written work, activist and politician Tom Hayden
explores his own namesake, Thomas Addis Emmet. Nonprofit executive Mark Shriver writes
about the priest who founded Boys Town, and celebrated actor Pierce Brosnan—himself a
painter in his spare time—writes about silent film director Rex Ingram, also a sculptor. And a
pair of Pulitzer Prize–winning journalists, Mary Jordan and Kevin Sullivan, take on the story of
Niall O’Dowd, the news publisher who brokered peace in Northern Ireland. Each of these
remarkable stories serves as a reflection—and celebration—of our nation’s shared values, ever
more meaningful as we debate the issue of immigration today. Through the battles they fought,
the cases they argued, the words they wrote, and the lives they touched, the nine Irish men
and women profiled in these pages left behind something greater than their individual
accomplishments—our America.

Women in the American Revolution
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New essays on theological, political, and contemporary themes, by the Pulitzer Prize winner
Marilynne Robinson has plumbed the human spirit in her renowned novels, including Lila,
winner of the National Book Critics Circle Award, and Gilead, winner of the Pulitzer Prize and
the National Book Critics Circle Award. In this new essay collection she trains her incisive mind
on our modern political climate and the mysteries of faith. Whether she is investigating how the
work of great thinkers about America like Emerson and Tocqueville inform our political
consciousness or discussing the way that beauty informs and disciplines daily life, Robinson’s
peerless prose and boundless humanity are on full display. What Are We Doing Here? is a call
for Americans to continue the tradition of those great thinkers and to remake American political
and cultural life as “deeply impressed by obligation [and as] a great theater of heroic
generosity, which, despite all, is sometimes palpable still.”

You Can't Touch My Hair Deluxe
From 1954 to 1981, Maeve Brennan wrote for The New Yorker's "Talk of the Town"
department under the pen name "The Long–Winded Lady." Her unforgettable sketches—prose
snapshots of life in small restaurants, cheap hotels, and crowded streets of Times Square and
the Village—together form a timeless, bittersweet tribute to what she called the "most reckless,
most ambitious, most confused, most comical, the saddest and coldest and most human of
cities." First published in 1969, The Long–Winded Lady is a celebration of one of The New
Yorker's finest writers.

Whitethorn Woods
The highly anticipated, #1 New York Times bestselling sequel to One of Us Is Lying! There's a
new mystery to solve at Bayview High, and there's a whole new set of rules. Come on,
Bayview, you know you've missed this. A ton of copycat gossip apps have popped up since
Simon died, but in the year since the Bayview four were cleared of his shocking death, no
one's been able to fill the gossip void quite like he could. The problem is no one has the facts.
Until now. This time it's not an app, though—it's a game. Truth or Dare. Phoebe's the first target.
If you choose not to play, it's a truth. And hers is dark. Then comes Maeve and she should
know better—always choose the dare. But by the time Knox is about to be tagged, things have
gotten dangerous. The dares have become deadly, and if Maeve learned anything from
Bronwyn last year, it's that they can't count on the police for help. Or protection. Simon's gone,
but someone's determined to keep his legacy at Bayview High alive. And this time, there's a
whole new set of rules. “Few craft teen suspense like McManus.” --Entertainment Weekly “A
thriller from one of the best writers in the YA mystery genre, One of Us Is Next delivers more
shocking surprises and twists you won’t see coming.” --PASTE

Left for Dead
A violent rapist is attacking women, leaving them for dead on south London streets. When
young police woman Maeve Kerrigan responds to a domestic disturbance, she's horrified to
stumble across the latest victim. But as a new recruit—and a female to boot—she'll have to face
down not only her own nerves but rampant sexism from her colleagues if she wants to be
taken seriously enough to even assist on the case. International bestseller Jane Casey takes
Maeve back to her early days as a rookie police woman in Left for Dead--a brilliant novella
sure to delight series fans and new readers alike.
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The Last Pirate of New York
An honest, funny, neurotic, and totally gross love child of Mindy Kaling and Mary Roach. Mara
Altman's volatile and apprehensive relationship with her body has led her to wonder about a lot
of stuff over the years. Like, who decided that women shouldn't have body hair? And how
sweaty is too sweaty? Also, why is breast cleavage sexy but camel toe revolting? Isn't it all just
cleavage? These questions and others like them have led to the comforting and sometimes
smelly revelations that constitute Gross Anatomy, an essay collection about what it's like to
operate the bags of meat we call our bodies. Divided into two sections, "The Top Half" and
"The Bottom Half," with cartoons scattered throughout, Altman's book takes the reader on a
wild and relatable journey from head to toe--as she attempts to strike up a peace accord with
our grody bits. With a combination of personal anecdotes and fascinating research, Gross
Anatomy holds up a magnifying glass to our beliefs, practices, biases, and body parts and
shows us the naked truth: that there is greatness in our grossness.

Gross Anatomy
Mauve Gloves and Madmen, Clutter and Vine
Emmy-Award winning writer and comedian Josh Gondelman’s collection of personal stories of
best intentions and mixed results. Josh Gondelman knows a thing or two about trying—and
failing. The Emmy Award-winning stand-up comic—dubbed a “pathological sweetheart” by the
New York Observer—is known throughout the industry as one of comedy’s true “nice guys.”
Not surprisingly, he’s endured his share of last-place finishes. But he keeps on bouncing back.
In this collection of hilarious and poignant essays (including his acclaimed New York Times
piece “What if I Bombed at My Own Wedding?”), Josh celebrates a life of good intentions—and
mixed results. His true tales of romantic calamities, professional misfortunes, and eventual
triumphs reinforce the notion: we get out of the world what we put into it. Whether he’s
adopting a dog from a suspicious stranger, mitigating a disastrous road trip, or trying MDMA for
the first (and only) time, Josh only wants the best for everyone—even as his attempts to do the
right thing occasionally implode. Full of the warm and relatable humor that’s made him a
favorite on the comedy club circuit, Nice Try solidifies Josh Gondelman’s reputation as not just
a good guy, but a skilled observer of the human condition.

Minding Frankie
"When are the 1970s going to begin?" ran the joke during the Presidential campaign of 1976.
With his own patented combination of serious journalism and dazzling comedy, Tom Wolfe met
the question head-on in these rollicking essays in Mauve Gloves and Madmen, Clutter and
Vine -- and even provided the 1970s with its name: "The Me Decade."

This Year It Will Be Different
After many happy years of marriage and raising a family, Brian and Kathleen suddenly find
themselves a bit lost in life. Midwesterners who’ve never traveled, Kathleen decides that what
she and Brian need is a vacation, and with the help of an enthusiastic travel agent she plans a
trip to Ireland in search of her roots. In beautiful, quaint Lisdoonvarna, to the couple’s surprise,
they find themselves in the midst of a joyous yearly gathering dedicated to celebrating the life
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and work of a late Irish poet, and they rediscover something much more important than
evidence of long-dead ancestors: their love for each other and for life itself.

Oh My God, What a Complete Aisling!
Faith Salie of NPR's Wait WaitDon't Tell Me!and CBS News Sunday Morninghas done it all in
the name of validation. Whether it's trying to impress her parents with a perfect GPA,
embarking on a spiritual retreat in the hopes of saving her toxic marriage, or maintaining the
BMI of "a flapper with a touch of dysentery," Salie is the ultimate approval seeker-an "approval
junkie," if you will. With thoughtful irreverence, Salie reflects on why it is she tries so hard to
please others, and especially herself, by highlighting a phenomenon that many peopleespecially women-experience at home and in the workplace. Equal parts laugh-out-loud funny
and poignant, Approval Junkieis one woman's journey to the realization that seeking approval
from others is more than just getting them to like you-it's challenging yourself to achieve, and
survive, more than you ever thought you could.

Maeve's Times
The deluxe eBook edition of stand-up comedian and WNYC podcaster Phoebe Robinson’s
You Can’t Touch My Hair brings Phoebe’s hilarious voice off the page, directly into your eyes
and ears. This enhanced edition features exclusive video footage with cameos by some of
Phoebe’s comedy besties, plus more than an hour of audio where Phoebe talks regrettable
crushes from the 90s, advice she wishes someone had given her as a teenager, the influence
of RuPaul, and much more. Delivered in her signature style, Phoebe serves laughter and levity
alongside more serious topics at rapid-fire speeds, topped—as always—with pop culture
references for days. A hilarious and timely essay collection about race, gender, and pop
culture from upcoming comedy superstar and 2 Dope Queens podcaster Phoebe Robinson
Being a black woman in America means contending with old prejudices and fresh absurdities
every day. Comedian Phoebe Robinson has experienced her fair share over the years: she's
been unceremoniously relegated to the role of "the black friend," as if she is somehow the
authority on all things racial; she's been questioned about her love of U2 and Billy Joel ("isn’t
that . . . white people music?"); she's been called "uppity" for having an opinion in the
workplace; she's been followed around stores by security guards; and yes, people do ask her
whether they can touch her hair all. the. time. Now, she's ready to take these topics to the
page—and she’s going to make you laugh as she’s doing it. Using her trademark wit alongside
pop-culture references galore, Robinson explores everything from why Lisa Bonet is "Queen.
Bae. Jesus," to breaking down the terrible nature of casting calls, to giving her less-thantraditional advice to the future female president, and demanding that the NFL clean up its act,
all told in the same conversational voice that launched her podcast, 2 Dope Queens, to the top
spot on iTunes. As personal as it is political, You Can't Touch My Hair examines our cultural
climate and skewers our biases with humor and heart, announcing Robinson as a writer on the
rise.

Bed 26
Finalist for the Pulitzer Prize New York Times Bestseller | A Read with Jenna Today Show
Book Club Pick | A New York Times Book Review Notable Book | TIME Magazine's 100 MustRead Books of 2019 Named one of the Best Books of the Year by NPR, The Washington Post;
O: The Oprah Magazine, Real Simple, Good Housekeeping, Vogue, Refinery29, and Buzzfeed
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Ann Patchett, the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Commonwealth, delivers her most
powerful novel to date: a richly moving story that explores the indelible bond between two
siblings, the house of their childhood, and a past that will not let them go. The Dutch House is
the story of a paradise lost, a tour de force that digs deeply into questions of inheritance, love
and forgiveness, of how we want to see ourselves and of who we really are. At the end of the
Second World War, Cyril Conroy combines luck and a single canny investment to begin an
enormous real estate empire, propelling his family from poverty to enormous wealth. His first
order of business is to buy the Dutch House, a lavish estate in the suburbs outside of
Philadelphia. Meant as a surprise for his wife, the house sets in motion the undoing of
everyone he loves. The story is told by Cyril’s son Danny, as he and his older sister, the
brilliantly acerbic and self-assured Maeve, are exiled from the house where they grew up by
their stepmother. The two wealthy siblings are thrown back into the poverty their parents had
escaped from and find that all they have to count on is one another. It is this unshakeable bond
between them that both saves their lives and thwarts their futures. Set over the course of five
decades, The Dutch House is a dark fairy tale about two smart people who cannot overcome
their past. Despite every outward sign of success, Danny and Maeve are only truly comfortable
when they’re together. Throughout their lives they return to the well-worn story of what
they’ve lost with humor and rage. But when at last they’re forced to confront the people who
left them behind, the relationship between an indulged brother and his ever-protective sister is
finally tested.

Charming Billy
This book is the first collection of essays to focus exclusively on Irish women’s experiences in
the First World War period, 1914-18, across the island of Ireland, contextualising the wartime
realities of women’s lives in a changing political landscape. The essays consider experiences
ranging from the everyday realities of poverty and deprivation, to the contributions made to the
war effort by women through philanthropy and by working directly with refugees. Gendered
norms and assumptions about women’s behaviour are critically analysed, from the rhetoric
surrounding ‘separation women’ and their use of alcohol, to the navigation of public spaces
and the attempts to deter women from perceived immoral behaviour. Political life is also
examined by leading scholars in the field, including accounts from women on both sides of the
‘Irish question’ and the impact the war had on their activism and ambitions. Finally, new light
is shed on the experiences of women working in munitions factories around Ireland and the
complexity of this work in the Irish context is explored. Throughout, it is asserted that while
there were many commonalities in women’s experiences throughout the British and Irish Isles
at this time, the particular political context of Ireland added a different, and in many respects an
unexamined, dimension. This book was originally published as a special issue of Women’s
History Review.

Firefly Summer
By turns heartbreaking and hilarious, troubling and uplifting, these "electric" essays come
together to create a provocative, conversation-sparking, multivocal portrait of modern America
(The Washington Post). From Trump's proposed border wall and travel ban to the marching of
white supremacists in Charlottesville, America is consumed by tensions over immigration and
the question of which bodies are welcome. In this much-anticipated follow-up to the bestselling
UK edition, hailed by Zadie Smith as "lively and vital," editors Nikesh Shukla and Chimene
Suleyman hand the microphone to an incredible range of writers whose humanity and right to
be here is under attack. Chigozie Obioma unpacks an Igbo proverb that helped him navigate
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his journey to America from Nigeria. Jenny Zhang analyzes cultural appropriation in 90s
fashion, recalling her own pain and confusion as a teenager trying to fit in. Fatimah Asghar
describes the flood of memory and emotion triggered by an encounter with an Uber driver from
Kashmir. Alexander Chee writes of a visit to Korea that changed his relationship to his
heritage. These writers, and the many others in this urgent collection, share powerful personal
stories of living between cultures and languages while struggling to figure out who they are and
where they belong.

The Road to Mexico
A literary event—twenty short stories by the late Maeve Brennan, one of The new Yorker's most
admired writers. Five are set in the author's native Dublin, a city, like Joyce's, of paralyzed
souls and unexpressed love. the others are set in and around her adopted Manhattan, which
she once called "the capsized city—half–capsized, anyway, with the inhabitants hanging on,
most of them still able to laugh as they cling to the island that is their life's predicament." Some
of the stories are quietly tender, some ferociously satirical, some unique in their chilly
emotional weather. All are Maeve Brennan at her incomparable best.

Idiot
London police detective Maeve Kerrigan has spent plenty of time at Murchison House. One of
the many cement high-rise towers comprising the Maudling Estate housing project, Murchison
House is home to a motley mix of society. From domestic abuse victims and elderly widows
with nowhere else to turn to its flourishing criminal elements, Maeve is familiar with many of its
occupants by name or reputation. But when a fire breaks out at Murchison House that
consumes the top floors and leaves three dead, Maeve and her colleagues are startled to learn
the identity of one of the victims. Geoff Armstrong was a wealthy, notoriously right-wing
London politician—the last person they’d expect to find in a place like the Maudling Estate. And
things get even murkier when evidence surfaces indicating Armstrong was murdered before
the fire broke out. Was his death connected to the fire? To the other deaths at Murchison
House? And what was he doing there in the first place? What Maeve begins to uncover will
lead her on a terrifying journey through all levels of society, putting her very life in danger. Jane
Casey’s next riveting mystery featuring beloved detective Maeve Kerrigan will keep readers
turning the pages from the opening scene to the stunning conclusion.

Irish Women in the First World War Era
From the New York Times bestselling author of Circle of Friends and The Glass Lake comes
This Year It Will Be Different, a stunning new work that brings us the magic and spirit of
Christmas in fifteen stories filled with Maeve Binchy's trademark wit, charm, and sheer
storytelling genius. Instead of nostalgia, Binchy evokes contemporary life; instead of Christmas
homilies, she offers truth; and instead of sugarplums, she brings us the nourishment of
holidays that precipitate change, growth, and new beginnings. In "A Typical Irish Christmas," a
grieving New York widower heads for a holiday in Ireland and finds an unexpected destination
not just for himself, but for a father and daughter at odds. The title story "This Year It Will Be
Different" also delves into the emotions of a person at mid-life--a woman with a complacent
husband and grown children who are entering a season that can forever alter her life, and
theirs. In "Pulling Together," a teacher not yet out of her twenties sees her affair with a married
man at a turning point as Christmas Eve approaches--and she may be off on a new direction
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with some unusual friends. And in the delightful tale "The Hard Core," the four most recalcitrant
residents of a nursing home are left alone at Christmas with the owner's daughter in charge:
the result is sure to be disaster--or the kind of life-affirming renewal that only the spirit of the
season can bring. The stories in This Year It Will Be Different powerfully evoke many
lives--step-families grappling with ex's, long-married couples faced with in-law problems, a
wandering husband choosing between "the other woman" and his wife, a child caught in grownup tugs-of-war--during the one holiday when feelings cannot be easily hidden. The time of year
may be magical, imbued with meaning. But the situations are universal. And Maeve Binchy
makes us care about them all. As the Philadelphia Inquirer noted, "Maeve Binchy's people
come to life fully. They make you laugh and cry and disturb your sleep." They do precisely that
in this extraordinary collection, on the night before Christmas when we are snug in our beds, or
anywhere, any time of the year.

After the Fire
Lawrence J. Taylor and Maeve Hickey explore the road between Tucson, Arizona and
Nogales, Mexico talking to street urchins, mariachi bands, ranchers, cowboys, and waitresses
about life along the road.

How to Make White People Laugh
My life, as you will read, has taken me from one place to another. Bed 26 is the story of how I
fought my way out of constant persecution and reclaimed my freedom. It is my hope that by
sharing my experience and my pain, you will begin to understand why people are forced to
immigrate. This is a revealing memoir and empowering manifesto, with contributions from other
asylees, refugees, and Nigerians. Nong Richie was born in one country and came of age in
another more visible placeNigeria. In a strange world where he was continually persecuted,
living soon became a personal nightmare of constant mob attacks and deaths of his friends to
HIV. Nong escaped into the world of his mind from the expository details of the war he suffered
as a child and high-profile attacks against gay Nigerians. Every detail of his personal life
became public, and the realities of an inherently unlawful society emerged with every script of
this book. The detention center packaged his trauma as a bombshell, hijacking his image and
identity and making profit from every night he spent in it. Bed 26 is his raw, honest, and
poignant accounta no-holds-barred, pull-no-punches account for the persecution of him and his
community. He was a fearless activist and an unstoppable force for change who was
determined to expose the truth. The target demographics of this book are clients of
Immigration Equality, immigrants, refugees, asylum seekers, attorneys representing
Immigration Equality, clients and volunteers of First Friends, Eat Offbeat clients, and the
network of mine from the United Nations department of NGOs.

One of Us Is Next
Roman.

What Are We Doing Here?
“If Tina Fey and David Sedaris had a daughter, she would be Maeve Higgins.” —Glamour
“Maeve Higgins is hilarious, poignant, conversational, and my favorite Irish import since U2.
You’re in for a treat.” —Phoebe Robinson A timely essay collection about life, love, and
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becoming an American from breakout comedy star and podcaster Maeve Higgins Maeve
Higgins was a bestselling memoirist and comedian in her native Ireland when, at the grand old
age of thirty-one, she left the only home she’d ever known in search of something more. Like
many women in their early thirties, she both was and was not the adult she wanted to be. At
once smart, curious, and humane, Maeve in America is the story of how Maeve found herself,
literally and figuratively, in New York City. Here are stories of not being able to afford a dress
for the ball, of learning to live with yourself while you’re still figuring out how to love yourself, of
the true significance of realizing what sort of shelter dog you would be. Self-aware and laughout-loud funny, this collection is also a fearless exploration of the awkward questions in life,
such as: Is clapping too loudly at a gig a good enough reason to break up with somebody? Is it
ever really possible to leave home? Together, the essays in Maeve in America create a
startlingly funny and revealing portrait of a woman who aims for the stars but hits the ceiling,
and the inimitable city that has helped shape who she is, even as she finds the words to make
sense of it all.
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